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A beautiful, uplifting collection of photographs celebrating the universal symbol of the love heart all

over the world.In 2010, photographer Jesse and his partner Mikala embarked on a global

photographic adventure, 650 days, 44 countries, and 6 continents, to frame the world in their own

unique way. They soon noticed certain things that they were photographing again and again. These

things became collections, and the biggest collection, which came to over a thousand, was of love

hearts. It was then that Jesse knew the love hearts had chosen him. All the Love in the World is the

result of Jesse's work, a beautiful, positive, and inspirational little book of photographs celebrating

the fact that wherever you are in the world, the love heart is there with you.
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Interesting images of the author's travels around the world, featuring the heart shapes he saw, both

naturally-occurring, and man-made, beautifully captured in high quality print. A really great coffee

table book, or gift. Many people have enjoyed flipping through my copy! Good value for an excellent

quality photography book. Perfect for lovers of travel, photography and beautiful images.

This past Christmas was the Year of the Book (for me to give to family and friends). I was very

selective in the "themes" or subjects with most of the other books (cocktail table/photo/art type) I

gave to most people but I saw this in the other bookstore that starts with a B and thought it was just

very "nice"-who has a problem with hearts? I bought one on here for my sister who was an Art



History major with a Fine Arts minor and she loved it so I bought 3 more (2 for my closest women

friends and one for myself). I don't think I've ever bought "cocktail table" books before-I think it

would be presumptuous of me to select a fiction/non-fiction book for someone else. Anyway,

everyone who got it, loved it and it wasn't expensive. Only later did I notice it was one of the top

sellers but I'm not surprised.Each page is wonderful and the book as a whole was a hit.

Well, long story short, I was looking for a small(er) gift for my more recent girlfriend, as we agreed

upon. I purchased this for her as a coffee table book, though I know she'll peer through it from time

to time. This book makes for a fantastic pick-me-up on those gloomy days.This book of hearts shot

and compiled by Jesse Hunter is exceptional! Vibrant, true to life, and unique images taken

LITERALLY all over the world. This is definitely a keepsake, being a hardcover, and should be able

to withstand numerous years of use, even by children (polite children, of course).The only

suggested improvement is that the book is a little bit small, and I would like one about twice the size.

Still, I intend to support artists with talent like Mr. Hunter, as showcased in this book and another

(not sure if it is out yet, about 'cats around the world'), because I insist upon buying high quality

gifts, and quality photos are always appreciated by my friends.

This beautiful little book of love hearts photographed all around the world is so stunning! Jesse

Hunter is from Melbourne, Australia and travelled to 44 countries capturing every heart he saw. This

is a truly heartwarming book.I'm so glad the book made it to America as I've been waiting for it ever

since it was published in Australia over a year ago.I can't wait for his next book All the Happiness in

the World!!

This perfect little book inspires you to fall in love with love, life and the world! Every page brings joy

to my heart and puts a huge smile on my face! I take it everywhere I go with hope to share it's

radiance with everyone I love! I can't wait to get my hands on Jesse Hunter's All The Happiness In

The World; I can only imagine how much happiness it brings, considering how much I'm filled with

love and hope every time I look through All The Love In The World!!! Extremely well done Jesse!!!

This little book is fantastic! Thanks Jesse Hunter for producing it, and what a great thing to look for

in the world - love - it's everywhere if we open up to it! This is a fab gift idea, coffee table book,

inspirational piece. I was so happy to hear it had furnished the shelves here in the UK too. I just

wish I could have had it wrapped in that lovely gift wrap that I've seen Jesse also does...



I've owned my copy for about a year and I still LOVE it! It has a place of honor on our coffee table,

and many people have seen it and commented on it - and usually bought one for themselves. Jesse

is a fantastic graphic artist, photographer, etc., and I can't wait for his next 2 books to become

available in the US.
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